
Use Strong Passwords

1. Adjective

2. Adjective

3. Animal

4. Sport

5. Verb Present Ends In Ing

6. Activity

7. Vehicle

8. Occupation

9. Holiday

10. Word Starting With L

11. Word Starting With N

12. Word Starting With O

13. Word Starting With R

14. Family Relation

15. Number

16. Adjective

17. Noun

18. Adjective

19. Country

20. Noun

21. Verb Present Ends In Ing

22. Noun
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Use Strong Passwords

Password Security

Not all passwords are the same. Some are Adjective while others are Adjective . We want to make

secure ones. For starters, don't use your name, your pet Animal 's name, or the name of your favorite

professional Sport team. Secure passwords shouldn't be connected to you, so save that self-expression

for your creative Verb Present ends in ING club or take up interpretive Activity .Thankfully, it doesn't

take a Vehicle scientist or brain Occupation to create a strong password. Here's one trick for

password making that you can share with your friends and family at your Holiday Cook Out.

Take four random letters. For example, L N O R.

Now make a short phrase with words that begin with those letters.

Word Starting with L Word Starting with N Word Starting with O Word Starting with R .

Use those four words as a passphrase, a password but longer and more secure. It's so simple and easy, even your

cranky Family Relation will thank you. There's just one catch. You need unique passwords for every

account.



Did you know the average person has over Number internet accounts? Whether it's a Adjective

name like Amazon, a specialty Noun store, or a service that streams Adjective films from

Country , they all require an account. Some people just use the same password and write it down on a

Noun they hide under their keyboard. A password manager can create and remember the passwords for

you.

Passphrases and password managers take the worry out of passwords, so you can focus your mind on

Verb Present ends in ING the train or that nice Noun you'll be cooking when you get home after work

Use Strong Passwords: Create long, unique passwords. Keep track of them with a password manager. Protect

them with two step verification.
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